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K. YANO has given the global description of the relationships between 
a manifold 1vI and its tangent bundle T(NI). He has defined derivational map
pings of the algebra 5f(1Y.l) of tensor fiels of a manifold lY.l into the algebra 
5f(T(M» of tensor fields of the tangent bundle T(l\l) of lvI. First the definition 
of the vertical lift and the complete lift [2J, then that of the horizontal lift of 
tensor fields [3] have been given. In [4] metrics and connections in the tangent 
bundle have been considered. 

In this paper three further metrics 'will be discussed, which can be defined 
on T(Al). The base manifold, the tensor fields and the affine connection ,,,ill 
be supposed to be of class Coo, further NI ,,,ill be assumed to be a connected 
Riemannian space. Notations and terminology of the quoted papers will be 
followed. 

Let (xi) (i = 1,2, ... , n) be a local co-ordinate system in a co-ordinate 
neighbourhood U in lY.l and let n be the projection T(lY.l) ~ .lVI. Denote the in
duced local co-ordinate system is n-l(U) C T(M) by (xi,yi) (i = 1,2, ... , n) 
or by (e) (I = 1,2, ... , n), where ~i = xi and ~i = ~i+n = l. That is, if 
_ .8 
x = bl 8xi E TxUVI) and x E 1\1 is a point ,,,ith co-ordinates a l , a2, ••• an 1Vith 

respect to (Xi), then x has co-ordinates a l , a2, ••• , an, bl, b2, ••• bn with respect 
. . .8 

to (Xl, yl). If 6£ = X 1_. is a local vector field on M, then its vertical, complete 
8x l 

and horizontal lifts in terms of the induced local co-ordinate system are 

6£v = Xi_8_ 
8l 

6l?C Xi 8 I 8Xi J. 8 
-cv = --,--y--

8xi 8xi 8yi 

6£H = Xi _8 __ r( yj XS _8_ 
8xi JS 8l 

(1) 

* The results of this paper are taken from the author's doctoral dissertation, submit
ted to the Eotvos Lorand University in 1973. 
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respectively, where rJk denote components of the affine. connection defined on 
. 8XI. . .. 

M with respect to a local co-ordinate system (.xl). Be 8x
j 

yl = OXI and IJsyl = 

= r;, then the local expressions for the various lifts of the vector field are in 
short: 

(1 ') 

Let G he a Riemannian metric on M that is a tensor field of type (0,2) 
with components with respect to (xi) given by gij (i,j = 1,2, ... n). It has 
been customary to write ds2 = gij dxi dxj. The complete lift of G may be ex
pressed in terms of the induced local co-ordinate system (xi, I) of T(M) by a 
(2nx2n) matrix [2]: 

(2) 

In 1958 [5] S. SASAKI defined on the manifold T(M) the Riemannian 
metric GL as follows: 

(3) 

with respect to the lifted base vectors ei = (~) H ej = (~) v (i = i + n), 
oxI oXZ 

where oxi = (dxi)V and oyi = dyi + r~mr dxm = (dxi)H. Then GL can be ex
pressed by a (2n X 2n) matrix 

The components of this metric with respect to (xi, yi) are 

The metric GL satisfies the following conditions [4]: 

GL(XH, yH) = g(X, y) 0 11'" 

GL(XV, yV) = g(X, Y) 0 11'" 

GL(XH, yV) = GL(XV, yH) = 0, 

(3') 

(4) 

(5) 

where g(X, Y) represents the inner product in M itself. S. SASAKI calculated 
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the corresponding Christoffel symbols: 

r7j = ~ (RZis TJ + RZjs Tt) + T7j 
2 

_ 1 RZ 
T q =- q .. 

lj 2 Jl 

_ 1 RZ 
T q =- q .. 

if 2 IJ 

rt = aT7j- ~ T$(.misTJ + .mjsTn 

fi. = T7j + 21 Rmj I% 
IJ 

r'h= 0 
IJ 

147 

(6) 

with respect to the induced local co-ordinate system (xi, yi) of T(M), where 
i = i + n refer to t, rr = yjTJi and if Rkij denote the components of the cur
vature tensor then RZij = Y'Rkij' 

In a similar manner as S. SASAKI did in (3'), we define three metrics on 
T(M) by 

with respect to the basis ei' el . 
Proposition 1. Suppose a Riemannian metric on T(M) to be given by 

(7) 
or else by the matrix 

r:j ~j] (7') 

with respect to the basis ei = ( a~ r' et = ( :xi ) v(i= i + n). Then this metric 

coincides with the complete lift of metric G defined on M. 
Proof. Substituting 6yi = dyi + Ffmytdxm into (7), an expression of the 

form ds2 = G1Jdx1dxJ (1, J = 1,2, ... 2n) is obtained. In terms of the induced 
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local co-ordinate system, the components CIJ 

C . [giSr} + gsj rf 
IJ' 

are seen immediately to be: 

gij 

where TJ = lTfj • For the Riemannian connection vg = 0 implies 

Ogij _ rm I rm -- - kigmj T kj gim oxk 

therefore by (2) the matrix (8) coincides "\Vith the matrix of GC. 
The metric GC has the follo"\ving properties [4]: 

GC(XV, yV) = 0 
GC(X:v, YH) = GC(XH, YV) = g(X, Y) 0 n, 

(8) 

GC(XC, YC) = ((g(X, Y»)C, (9) 
GC(XH, yH) = o. 

Proposition 2. The components of the torsion-free Riemannian connection 
of the metric GC on the manifold T(lli) coincide with the components of the com
plete lift of the linear connection defined on the manifold M. 

Proof. Components of the connection are calculated "\vith respect to the 
local co-ordinate system (xi, yi) of the manifold T(llf) 

rQ =..!... GKQ (oGKJ I oGIK _ oGI]) 
I] 2 oe T o~J o~K 

(10) 

. - KQ where I,], K, Q = 1, 2, ... , 2n. GI] IS replaced by GIJ from (8), an~d ~ by 
the contravariant components of the metric GC, obtained from G JQGQK = 

= oJ. Hence 

GQK : [ 0 
cAk 
b 

(11) 

where gqk are the contravariant components of the metric given on the mani
fold 1'.f. 

Using the expression for the components of the curvature tensor 

(12) 

where ~ij = yk R'lcij and rl = yj rJi' 
For the indices q, i, j (10) becomes 
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and similarly 

2riJ = gkq [a:,j gik - a;k gij] = 0" 

Substituting the components of the indices q, i, j into (10), we have 

2Ft = ~[8;i (gkS rJ + gSj n) + 8:j gik - o~ gij]-

149 

- (r~~k + r~ ~q) (~gkj - _O_gij) = gkq(gkSFJi + gskrfj) = 2rfj" 
oyl oyk 

For the indices q, i,] we obtain 

2FQ., = gkq [~gkj + ~ (gis r~ + gsk rt) - oOxk gij] -
l] ox! ay] 

- (rq ""k -L rk gsq) [_a_g.,. - _0_ g .. ] = 
s (5 I S oyj 1 , oyk I] 

= gkq (gkr rji + gsk rlj) = 2r1j , 

Now F~j ,\ill be calculated as follows: 

2Fq·. = "kq[~gk' + ~ g'k - _o_(g. r~ + g .r~)J = 
I] 5 oxl ] ox] I oyk IS J SJ I 

= gkq (gks rJi + gsk Ftj) = 

= 2r1j" 

In a similar way: 

2rj. = gkq --. (gks r] + gSj ru -- t 0 
J OXI 

O:k (gis r] + gsj rD] + 
+ (_rqaSk - rk""q) --gk' -L __ g.,. ___ (u. rTJ1-Lg ·rTJ1) = 

[ 
a 00] 

, S (5 s (5 oxi J I oxj I, oyk olm J I mJ 1 

= "kq [( ark _ orf -L rkr. rs. _ r~ rSk) (7 • -L 
5 a i a k I rz I r OSJ I 

. X X 

I (ork Or] I rr r s rr r s ) (7 J + 
T oxj - axk T k rj - j rk 0 is 

I "kq ( rr rs I rr rs I ar] -L orf ) 
T 5 gkr si j T grk sj iT OXi gks I ox. gsk -

) ' 

- r~ ~k 2g,cr nj = 

= RZij + RZji 2rfj" 
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Summarizing 
'iUJ r~ii r~q q r- ii q 

.L lj= iJ = fj = rU' ij = aru , 

~q ~q r- q ~q r fj = r iJ = Tj = r Tj = 0 . 

(13) 

These components coincide 'with the components of the connection VC defined 
in [2] as: 

V~a Vc = (V ~Vf. 

Proposition 3. Suppose the metric CS on the manifold T(M) to be given by 

ds2 = tr .. dxi dxj..L, g .. dxi ayj ..L g .. ayi dxi 
ul) I) ") (14) 

or else by the matrix 

[!ij g~j]. 
01) 

(14') 

With respect to the basis ei = (~) H , eT = (~) v. Then the covariant and con-
ox' ox' 

travariant components of CS in terms of the local co-ordinate system (xi, yi) are: 

(15) 

and 

(16) 

ag.. au'lk 
respectively, where ag .. = _'_) yk and au'lk = _O_yi. 

I) axk 0 axi 

P:..oof. The covariant components Cl] can be calculated in a sin:ilar way 
as the C IJ in Proposition I, and the contravariant components CQK from 
~ AQK K 

CJQ u- = aJ' . 
Proposition 4. The metric CS defined on the manifold T(111) has the following 

properties: 
CS(XV, yV) = 0 
CS(XV, yH) = CS(XH, yV) = g(X, y) 0 n 

GS(XH, yH) = g(X, Y) 0 n (17) 
Cs (XC, YC) = g(X, Y) on + (g(X, Y))c. 

Proof. To prove (17) the left sides in a local coordinate system (Xi, yi) 
of T(M) will be calculated, e.g. the last inner product is the follo,ying: 

[Xi aXil [gij + agij gij] [ yj] = g .. Xiy) I a(u .. Xiyj). 
g .. 0 ay) I) T (1) 

I) 

Making use of fC = fiyi, f E gj~ (M) (see [2]), leads to the stated result. 
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According to Proposition 4, in the metric GS the vertical vectors are zero. 
The vertical lift of a vector is orthogonal to the horizontal lift of another if and 
only if the vectors themselves are orthogonal with respect to the metric (gi) 
in M. The length of a horizontal vector equals the length of the vector obtained 
by the proj ection n. 

Proposition 5. The components of the torsion-free Riemannian connection 
of the metric GS on the manifold T( M) are as follows: 

~q rq ~q ~q ~ q 0 rij = ij' r Tj = r iJ = r TJ = , 
(18) 

rrj = or~, rrj = r~J = ryj , rh = o. 

Proof. The components can be calculated from (10) similarly as in the 
proof of Proposition 2. 

By Proposition 5, components of the connections of the metric GS and 
GC coincide, consequently the geodetics are the same in both cases. 

Proposition 6. Suppose the metric GZ on the manifold T(M) to be given by 

ds2 = g .. dxi ovj ..L u .. o·vi dx j -l- g .. ovi ovj 
I) ./ I 01) ./ '1),/,/ (19) 

or else by the matrix 

(19') 

with respect to the basis ei = (~.JH ,et = (~)V. Then the covariant and con-oxl oxl 

travariant components of G in terms of the local co-ordinate system (xi, yi) are 

and 

respectively. 

glj + rrgsj ] 

gij 

ffk + r~tq ] 
offk rzrftt 

Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 3. 

(20) 

(21) 

Proposition 7. The metric GZ defined on the manifold T(lVI) has the follow
ing properties: 

GZ(XV, YV) = g(X, Y) 0 Jr, 

GZ(XH, yV) = GZ(XV, yH) = g(X, Y) 0 Jr, (22) 
GZ(XH, yH) = O. 

Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 4. 
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By words, in the metric GZ the length of a vertical vector equals the 
length of the vector obtained by the projection 7&. The horizontal lift of a vec
tor is orthogonal to the vertical lift of another if and only if the vectors them
selves are orthogonalin the metric (gij).lVIoreover, each horizontal vector is zero. 

Proposition 8. The components of the torsion-free Riemannian connection 
of the metric GZ on the manifold T( 111) are as follows: 

rb = rfj ~ (RZu FJ + Rgj/ rD 

~q _ 1 Rq 
rij -"2 Oij 

~q 1 
riJ = TRgji 

fq;= o. 
I) 

Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 2 hy a somewhat longer calculation. 

Summary 

Three metrics are discussed which can be defined on the tangent bundle T(111), where .iVI 
is a connected Riemannian space. 

Components of the torsion·free Riemannian connection of these metrics GC, GS and GZ 

on the manifold T(1VI) are calculated. 
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